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Abstract—How to extract useful insights from data is always a challenge, especially if the data is multidimensional. Often, the data can
be organized according to certain hierarchical structure that are stemmed either from data collection process or from the information
and phenomena carried by the data itself. The current study attempts to discover and visualize these underlying hierarchies. By
regarding each observation in the data as a draw from a (hypothetical) multidimensional joint density, our first goal is to approximate
this unknown density with a piecewise constant function via binary partition; our non-parametric approach makes no assumptions on
the form of the density. Given the piecewise constant density function and its corresponding binary partition, our second goal is to
construct a connected graph and build up a tree representation of the data by level sets. To demonstrate that our method is a general
data mining and visualization tool which can provide “multi-resolution” summaries and reveal different levels of information of the data,
we apply it to two real data sets from Flow Cytometry and Social Network.
Index Terms—Modes, Hierarchy, Binary Partition, Discrepancy
1 INTRODUCTION
Many data manifest certain patterns of hierarchies that are stemmed
either from data collection process or from the information and phe-
nomena carried by the data itself. Examples include census data col-
lected at county level, state level or nation level and stem cell popula-
tion differentiated into various specialized cell types. In this paper, we
propose new algorithms to discover modes and visualize underlying
hierarchies. We first introduce the concept of binary partitions; then
develop the method to construct a class of piecewise constant density
function, by regarding the multidimensional data as independent ob-
servations drawn from some hypothetical distribution. The method is
motivated by the discrepancy criteria in Quasi Monte Carlo and has
worst complexity O(n logd n), where d is the dimension and n is the
sample size. Subsequently, we introduce the tree of level sets and the
algorithm to build it based on the piecewise constant density function.
Through simulation and real data examples, it is shown that this binary
partition based density estimate and its corresponding level-set tree
provide a general tool to mine and visualize data and are capable of
revealing the modes and summarizing hidden hierarchical structures.
2 BINARY PARTITION BY DISCREPANCY
Let Ω be a hypercube in Rd . A binary partitionB on Ω is a collection
of sub-cubes whose union is Ω. Starting with B1 = {Ω} at level 1
and Bt = {Ω1,Ω2, ...,Ωt} at level t, Bt+1 is produced by dividing
one of regions in Bt into two sub-cubes along one of its coordinates,
then combining these two sub-cubes with the rest of regions in Bt ;
continuing with this fashion, one can generate any binary partition in
any level (Figure 1).
Piecewise constant function is of fundamental importance in mathe-
matics and statistics for its simplicity and its ability to approximate any
continuous function to any degree of accuracy. In order to construct
a simple yet flexible density estimator, we restrict the class of density
function as the piecewise constant function on the binary partitioned
sample space. Our algorithm, by exploiting the sequential build-up of
binary partition, can find an optimal density estimation efficiently.
For piecewise constant function densities, the distribution condi-
tioned on each piece is uniform. Thus given a binary partition, whether
some of its sub-cubes needs further partitioning depends on the unifor-
mity of the points in sub-cubes. In another word, we need to test the
uniformity of points in them. Since any sub-cube is a translation and
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scaling of unit cube and uniformity is preserved under such transfor-
mation, it is equivalent to test the following hypothesis,
H0 : x∼U [0,1)d ,x ∈S = {xi = (xi1, ...,xid),xi ∈ [0,1)d}ni=1
In the literature of quasi-Random Number Generators or quasi-Monte
Carlo methods [8], there are a number of criteria for measuring
whether a set of points is uniformly scattered in the unit cube [0,1)d .
These criteria are called discrepancies, and they arise in the error anal-
ysis of quasi-Monte Carlo methods for evaluating integrals [12].
The precise definitions of the discrepancy and the variation depend
on the space of integrands. For 1≤ p < ∞, theL p star discrepancy is
given by
D∗p(S ) =
(∫
x∈[0,1)d
∣∣∣#(S ∩ [0,x))
n
−
d
∏
j=1
x j
∣∣∣p)1/p
where # is the cardinality of a set. The one widely used in quasi-Monte
Carlo analysis is the classic star discrepancy, i.e. D∗1(S ). Besides
D∗1, there are D
∗
2, symmetric discrepancy and centered discrepancy de-
fined on the reproducing kernel Hilbert space, they all have interesting
geometrical interpretations. One of their advantages is that their ex-
plicit formulas are available [7], thus, we can construct computation-
ally tractable statistics for testing multivariate uniformity on a set of
points via their formulas.
Discrepancy based uniformity test is shown to be more powerful
than other alternatives [13]. However, if H0 is rejected for a given
sub-cube, a strategy of how to split the sub-cube is still required. By
noting that uniformity in [a,b] = ∏dj=1[a j,b j] implies uniformity in
each dimension, we divide jth dimension into m equal bins [a j,a j +
(b j−a j)/m, ..., [a j+(b j−a j)(m−2)/m,a j+(b j−a j)(m−1)/m] for
a given m, and keep track of the gaps at a j+(b j−a j)/m, ...,a j+(b j−
a j)(m−1)/m, where the gap g jk is defined as
g jk =
∣∣∣1
n
n
∑
i=1
1(xi j < a j +(b j−a j)k/m)− km
∣∣∣
for k = 1, ...,(m− 1) and j = 1, ...,d. Among the (m− 1)d recorded
gaps, we split the cube into two sub-cubes along the dimension and
location corresponding to maximum gap (Figure 1).
As detailed in Materials and Methods section of Appenidx, the out-
put of the density estimation is a binary partition of the sample space
with associated density in each sub-cube. The density, which is a
piecewise constant function, is
pˆ(x) =
l
∑
i=1
d(ri)1(x ∈ ri) (1)
1
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where 1 is indicator function; {ri,d(ri)}li=1 is the list of pairs of sub-
cubes and corresponding densities (Figure 2). Note that the number
of sub-cubes is usually far less than the data size, hence pˆ(x) provides
a concise summary of the data. For a given binary tree with the par-
tition locations encoded in each node, one can uniquely map it to a
split of the sample space by recursive tree traversal. This one-to-one
correspondence motivates us to utilize it as a proxy to visualize and
manipulate the origin partition in high dimensions. We call this class
of binary trees as “partition trees”.
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Fig. 1. Left: A sequence of binary partitions in two dimensional cube
and the corresponding partition trees. From left to right, t = 2,3,4,5.
More information can be encoded in nodes, e.g., the dimensions and
locations where the splits occur. Right: the gaps with m = 3, we split the
cube at location D if the hypothesis is rejected.
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Fig. 2. An illustration of p(x) in (1) in 2 dimension. Left: the point cloud;
Right: the learned partition and associated densities displayed by a col-
ormap.
3 LEVEL-SET TREE
The tree of sub-level sets is widely used to represent energy or dis-
tribution landscapes [17]. A level-set tree summarizes the hierarchy
among various local maxima and minima in the configuration space.
Each inner node on the level-set tree is a critical level that connects
two or more separate regions in the domain. Given a density function
p(x) on Ω, define
Ωpη = {x : p(x)≥ η}
as the level-set at level η and conn(Ωpη ) be the set of connected
components. The following properties are trivial to verify,
Property. For any 0≤ η ′ < η ,
1 ∀X ∈ conn(Ωpη ), ∃X ′ ∈ conn(Ωpη ′) such that X ⊆ X ′ and X ′ is
defined as the parent of X.
2 ∀X ∈ conn(Ωpη ) and X ′ ∈ conn(Ωpη ′), either X ⊆X ′ or X∩X ′= /0
For a sequence 0 ≤ η1 < η2 < · · · < ηl and #conn(Ωpη1) = 1, the
above property de facto provides an algorithm to construct level-set
tree. As illustrated in Figure 3: #conn(Ωpη ) = 1 when η < ηE ; Ω
p
η
branches into two components when η ∈ [ηE ,ηD]; Ωpη has one com-
ponent again when η ∈ (ηD,ηC); Ωpη splits into two smaller compo-
nents at η ∈ [ηC,ηB] and shrinks into one at η ∈ (ηB,ηA]. The corre-
sponding level-set tree is constructed according to the parental relation
defined in Property 1.
With the piecewise constant density estimation at hand, we can
construct level-set tree for points instead of a given energy or density
function. Unlike kernel density estimation that suffers from many
local bumps and results in an overly complicated level-set tree,
piecewise constant function pˆ(x) is well suited for this purpose,
partially because it smoothes out the minor fluctuations and takes
only limited number of values, e.g., l in (1). Moreover, its simple
structure makes the construction of such graph easy. According
to the algorithm in A.3, each sub-cube of pˆ(x) becomes a node on
level-set tree. This tree representation has merits in several aspects: i)
it provides a tree visualization of the data, which is especially useful
when the data are multidimensional; ii) its leaves show dense areas,
i.e., modes clearly, “mode seeking” is a widely used technique in
computer vision [5] and clustering; iii) it is a high level abstraction of
the data and can be use to extract new features.
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Fig. 3. A hypothetical density function (left) and its sub-level tree (right).
The algorithms to construct the piecewise density function and
to build “partition tree” and “level-set tree” are given in Materials and
Methods.
4 RESULTS
We first use a simulation to illustrate the basic method and demonstrate
its properties, such as the invariance to rotation and translation. Then,
we apply them to two different kinds of data in two fields, namely
flow cytometry and social network data, in each case discovering the
relevant hierarchies.
4.1 Simulations
Consider a Gaussian mixture:
p(x) =
4
∑
i=1
piiN (µi,Σ) (2)
where (pi1,pi2,pi3,pi4) = (.25, .25, .25, .25) and µ1µ2µ3
µ4
=
 2 2 · · ·−2 2 · · ·−2 2 · · ·
−2 −2 · · ·

4×10
and
Σ=

1 .1 · · ·
.1 1 .1 · · ·
.1 1 .1 · · ·
.1 1 .1 · · ·
.1 1 · · ·
...
...
...
...
. . .
...
.1 1 .1
.1 1

10×10
where void entries are 0s. From a generative model perspective [2], the
data generation process can be represented schematically as in Figure
4: the cluster index is sampled according to pi , then x is sampled from
corresponding Gaussian distribution.
50,000 samples are drawn from (2), we use our methods to let the
data “speak” for itself, i.e., to recover the hierarchy in Figure 4. The
partition tree and level-set tree are shown in Figure 5.ab. It is clear
that the four branches of the level-set tree in Figure 5.b correspond
to the four clusters in p(x). Moreover, richer information is available
from the trees: the two sub-branches indicate the fact that cluster 1,
2
2 and cluster 3, 4 are closer to each other, because they merge before
the four clusters becoming one. In fact, as we trim down the highest 5
levels of partition tree, only the sub-branches are visible, as shown in
Figure 5.d. Figure 5.c demonstrates the invariant of level-set tree under
rotation and translation. In a word, without knowing the distribution a
priori, the hierarchy in the data is revealed by our methods.	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   π1 	   π 4 	  	  	   π 2 	   π3 	  
	   	   	   	  
	  
Fig. 4. A schematic representation of Gaussian Mixture from a genera-
tive model perspective.
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Fig. 5. Partition tree and sub-level trees for samples generated from
the Guassian Mixture, the colors from blue to red on SLT represents
the average densities from low to high as defined in (5): a) partition
tree; b) corresponding sub-level tree; c) sub-level tree of the rotated and
translated samples; d) sub-level tree after trimming down the highest 5
levels.
4.2 Real Data
4.2.1 Flow Cytometry
Multi-parameter flow cytometry allows to measure multiple charac-
teristics of single cells simultaneously; it provides insights into cellu-
lar differentiation, cellular hierarchy and disease diagnostics. Despite
the increase in throughput and the number of parameters per single
cell, there are limited number of methods for visualizing and analyzing
multidimensional single-cell data. Moreover, cell differentiation cre-
ates the underlying hierarchy among the cell populations. Traditional
clustering algorithms are capable of finding mature cell populations
(heterogeneity), whereas they ignore the continuity of phenotypes. As
an attempt to capture this important aspect in cell populations, we ap-
ply our methods to the mouse bone marrow data studied in [15].
We regard each cell as one sample in the sample space, i.e., if there
are d markers attached to a single cell, then the whole data set is gen-
erated from a hypothetical d dimensional distribution. Mature cell
populations concentrate in some high density areas, i.e., the modes or
local maxima on the domain. By learning the d dimensional density
and constructing the affiliated level-set trees, each cell population is
clustered around the set of sub-cubes in each branch of the level-set
tree. Based on the expression levels of markers in these populations,
we can infer their hierarchy accordingly.
One practical issue needs to be addressed for most of the Cytometry
analysis techniques: there is asymmetry in sub-populations; by opti-
mizing a predefined loss function, it is possible that some sparse yet
crucial populations are overlooked if the algorithms take most of the
efforts to control the loss in denser areas. A remedy for this issue is to
perform a down-sampling [1, 15] step to roughly equalize the densities
among populations then up-sampling after populations are identified.
However, this step is dangerous that it may fails to sample enough
cells in sparse populations, as a result, these populations are lost in the
down-sampled data. In contrast, our approach does not require down-
sampling step, and the asymmetry among populations are captured by
the densities in sub-cubes.
For the mouse bone marrow data, we choose the 8 markers (SSA-C,
CD11b, B220, TCR-β , CD4, CD8, c-kit, Sca-1) that are relevant to the
cell types of interests; the number of cells is ∼380,000 after removing
mutli-cell aggregates and co-incident events. As shown in Figure 6, 13
sub-populations are identified ([15] and its supplementary materials).
We can arrange them into a hierarchical dendrogram: at first level,
they are grouped by expression levels of CD11b; subsequently, the
CD11b- sub-populations are grouped according to B220 and TCR-b
then further splitted according to CD4 and CD8 on the next level; the
CD11b+ sub-populations are grouped by B220 then by TCR-b.
4.2.2 Community structure in Social Networks
Diverse systems in various fields take the form of networks. In this
study, we consider the community property which is found in many
real networks such as social networks, bio networks and technological
networks. In this example, we offer another approach to visualize the
structure of the network by our sub-level tree algorithm. Analogues to
the hierarchical clustering [16], it is a tree representation; however, it is
much sparser and reveals the communities in its branches. We demon-
strate that our methods can be used to detect the communities and
reveal their denseness (cohesiveness) and discover the “transitional”
nodes between the communities.
Given an undirected, unweighted n−vertices graph (network) G =
(V,E). The Laplacian matrix is defined as
Li j =
 1, i∼ j−di, i = j0, i j (3)
where i∼ j (i j) means that the ith and jth vertices are (not) adjacent,
and di is the degree of the vertex. In the spectral methods of graph clus-
tering [14], we select the leading d eigenvectors of L (or regularized L
[3]) and apply the k−means clustering algorithm on the n d−dim vec-
tors. Since clusters found by k−means are related to the modes of the
underlying distribution, level-set tree can be used to “display” these
modes. Thus, we replace k−means by level-set tree algorithm instead.
The vertices represented by these d−dim vectors are contained in sub-
cubes. All the vertices belonging to the set of sub-cubes of a level-set
tree’s branch correspond to a community. However, some vertices are
not contained in the sub-cubes on the branches, we define them as
a “transitional” vertices since it plays a key role in the formation of
communities.
We simulate a 1,000 vertices network and define the adjacency ma-
trix M as follows: 1) Assign Mi,i+1 = 1, i = 1,2, ...,999 to make the
network connected; 2) Construct three communities: A = {1, ...,300},
B = {301, ...,600}, C = {601, ...,1,000} with the edges in each com-
munity assigned as: i) Mi, j = 1, i, j ∈ A with probability 0.01; ii)
Mi, j = 1, i, j ∈ B with probability 0.02; iii) Mi, j = 1, i, j ∈ C with
probability 0.008; and the edges between communities assigned as: i)
Mi, j = 1, i ∈ A, j ∈ B with probability 0.0001; ii) Mi, j = 1, i ∈ B, j ∈C
with probability 0.0001; iii) Mi, j = 1, i ∈ C, j ∈ A with probability
0.0005. We use the 3 leading eigenvectors of L to learn a binary parti-
tion and sub-level tree. In Figure 7, the three communities are identi-
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Fig. 6. Mouse bone marrow: a) sub-level tree learned from 8 markers, CD11b, B220, TCR-β , CD4, CD8, c-kit, Sca-1; b) corresponding cellular
hierarchy built from the expression levels of markers in each sub-populations according to the marker sequence: CD11b, B220, TCR-β , CD4, CD8.
fied on the branches of level-set tree; since A and C are closer to each
other, their corresponding branches on level-set tree merge first.
We also apply our methods to classic dolphin social network
[11, 10], it was constructed from observations of a community of 62
bottlenose dolphins over a period of seven years between 1994 and
2001. The two communities are correctly identified as shown in Fig-
ure 8.c and the relative “densities”(cohesiveness) of both communities
are also colored in Figure 8.b. More interestingly, SN100, the indi-
vidual with the highest connectivity in both communities and playing
an important role in the fission and reunion of the dolphin community,
are identified as a “transitional” vertex.
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Fig. 7. Network: a) original network plotted on the sphere; b) corre-
sponding sub-level tree of the 3 leading eigenvectors of the Laplacian;
the two closer communities merge first, then merge with the third one;
c) vertices in the network are colored according to densities; d) com-
munities colored by red, brown and green, the transitional vertices are
colored by blue.
5 DISCUSSION
Complex data can be understood in different perspectives. Classic
methods display simple statistics such as mean, variance or point
clouds with dimension no more than 3; early attempts to visualize high
dimensional data, such as Chernoff faces [4], are applicable to rela-
tively small data sets. As data size increases, focus has been shifted
to the sparse representations, e.g., [9] tries to capture data topology
(“shape”) and summarize it in a graph.
Our methods are designed to mine another aspect of the data—
modes and hierarchies. They are non-parametric and unsupervised
in nature, thus they do not suffer from the bias of specific model or
assumptions. In Results, we show that they are applicable to differ-
ent types of problem. Another possible direction is to build a mode
seeking algorithm based on our level-set tree and apply it to image
segmentation.
A MATERIALS AND METHODS
A.1 Binary Partition by Discrepancy
P(·) defines the set of points and Pr(·) defines the probability mass in
a sub-cube respectively. Without loss of generality, we assume that
Ω= [0,1)d and P(Ω) = {xi = (xi1,xi2, ...,xid)}ni=1.
1: procedure DENSITY-ESTIMATOR(Ω,m,α)
2: T = {Ω}, Pr(Ω) = 1
3: while true do
4: T˜ = /0
5: for each r =∏dj=1[a j,b j] ∈ T do
6: Transform P(r) = {xr j}nrj=1 to
7: P˜(r) = {x˜r j = (
xr j ,1−a1
b1−a1 , ...,
xr j ,d−ad
bd−ad )}
nr
j=1
8: Test the uniformity of P˜(r) by discrepancy
9: Split r into {r1,r2} along the maximum gap {g jk}
10: if r is divided then
11: T˜ = T˜ ∪{r}
12: Continue
13: for j← 1, ...,d do . count the points in each bin
14: Bi = 0, i = 1,2, ...,m
15: for each x = (x1, ...,xd) ∈ P˜(r) do
16: Bbmx jc+1 = Bbmx jc+1 +1
17:
18: Record the gaps as {g jk}m−1k=1
19: if r is divided then
20: T˜ = T˜ ∪{r1,r2}
21: Pr(r1) = Pr(r)
#P(r1)+α
#P(r)+2α
22: Pr(r2) = Pr(r)−Pr(r1)
23: if T˜ == T then
24: return T
25: else
26: T = T˜
Remark A.1. The partition tree can be constructed as a byproduct by
bookkeeping the parental relations of partitions.
The density in r is recovered by d(r) = Pr(r)/|r|, where |r| is the vol-
ume of r; α > 0 is a Laplace smoother (pseudo count). In line 8,
we test the uniformity hypothesis by the symmetric discrepancy [8] as
follows, let
A =
1
n
n
∑
i=1
d
∏
j=1
(1+2xi j−2x2i j)
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Fig. 8. Dolphin Social Network: a) the dendrogram by hierarchical clustering according to [16]; b) sub-level tree of the leading 2 eigenvectors of the
Laplacian; c) the dolphin network that vertices are colored and grouped according to densities; d) two dolphin communities and the “transitional”
vertices, particularly, SN100, which plays an important role in the formation of communities, is identified.
B =
2d−1
n(n−1) ∑i< j
d
∏
k=1
(1−|xik− x jk|)
C = (4/3)d ,η = (9/5)d − (6/9)d
then √
n[(A−C)+2(B−C)]/(5√η) D−→N (0,1) (4)
Note that B can be computed in O(n logd−1 n) according to Frank and
Heinrich’s algorithm [6]; at level t, the number of samples in each
sub-cube is ni, i = 1, ..., t, the complexity is
t
∑
i=1
ni logd−1 ni ≤
t
∑
i=1
ni logd−1 n = n logd−1 n
thus, the total complexity is O(l · n logd−1 n), where l is the deepest
level, which is a moderate number in our experience and can be spec-
ified by the user as well.
As shown in [8], discrepancy based test is powerful even when the
sample size is less than 1,000. We can also compute (4) by sub-
sampling (say 500 points, which works very well in our examples).
Since there are t sub-cubes in level t and the uniformity test in each
sub-cube takes O(m logd−1 m) with m samples, the complexity is at
most
l
∑
t=1
O(m logd−1 m)t = O(m logd−1 m · l2)
Both computing strategies yield similar empirical results, but the
O(m logd−1 m · l2) one becomes attractive when the data size is large.
A.2 Graph of the Partition
For a given binary partition B and the list of pairs of sub-cubes and
corresponding densities {ri,d(ri)}li=1 as in (1), we build a graph G
based on the adjacency of sub-regions and each sub-cube is a node on
the graph. The algorithm to determine the adjacency of sub-region i, j
is:
1: procedure IS-ADJACENT(ri,r j)
2: ck = (ck1, ...,ckd): the center of rk,k ∈ {i, j}
3: lk = (lk1, ..., lkd): the width of rk in each dimension, k ∈ {i, j}
4: for k← 1, ...,d do
5: if |cik− c jk|> (lik + l jk)/2 then
6: return False
7: return True
G is constructed by connecting adjacent sub-cubes.
A.3 Level-set Tree
The complete description of the algorithm is:
1: Input: B,Pr(·)
2: Output: Level-Set Tree T
3: procedure LEVEL-SET-TREE(B,Pr(·))
4: t: the number of sub-cubes (i.e., levels) inB
5: r(1), ...,r(t): the sub-cubes in B ordered decreasingly by
d(ri), i = 1, ..., t
6: G: the graph of sub-cubes by IS-ADJACENT(ri,r j);
7: G[r(1), ...,r(i)]: the sub-graph induced by [r(1), ...,r(i)] and
G( /0) = /0
8: Ξ0,Ξ1, · · · : Ξi = [Ci1 , ...,Cia ] is the set of connected compo-
nents of sub-graph induced by G[r(1), ...,r(i)]
9: pi(·): the most recent added sub-rectangle in a connected com-
ponent
10: Π0,Π1, · · · : Πi = [pi(Ci−1), ...,pi(Cia)], where Ξi =
[Ci1 , ...,Cia ]
11: ℘(·) : the parent of each sub-cube inB
12: Color(·) : the color of each-cube inB
13: Ξ0 = /0
14: pi0 = /0
15: for k← 1 to t do
16: if r(k) is adjacent to [C1,C2, ...,Cm]m≥1 ⊆ Ξk−1 then
17: Ξk = {r(k)∪[C1,C2, ...,Cm]m≥1,Ξk−1\[C1,C2, ...,Cm]m≥1}
18: Πk = {r(k),Πk−1\∪ [pi(C1),pi(C2), ...,pi(Cm)]}
19: ℘(pi(Ci)) = r(k), i = 1, ...,m
20: Color(r(k)) = average density(r(k) ∪
[C1,C2, ...,Cm]m≥1)
21: elseΞk = [Ξk−1,r(k)] Πk = [Πk−1,r(k)] Color(r(k)) = av-
erage density(r(k))
22: T is build via℘, Color(·)
23: return T
Starting with empty set Ξ0 at step 0, the sub-rectangle is added into Ξ
sequentially according to the decreasing order of densities. At kth step,
we have the induced sub-graph G[r(1), ...,r(k−1)] and its connected
components Ξk−1. There are two scenarios when r(k) is added into
Ξk−1: i) r(k) is adjacent to multiple components [C1,C2, ...,Cm]m≥1,
then Ξk = {r(k) ∪ [C1,C2, ...,Cm]m≥1,Ξk−1\[C1,C2, ...,Cm]m≥1} and
r(k) is the parent of [pi(C1),pi(C2), ...,pi(Cm)]m≥1; ii) r(k) is discon-
nected with all the components in Ξk−1, then Πk = {Πk−1,r(k)} and
r(k) is a leaf.
At each step, we also keep track of the average density in each
component; the average density is defined as the ratio between the
total mass and total volume in the component, i.e., the average density
of g is
average density(g) =
∑r∈g |r|d(r)
∑r∈g |r|
(5)
The tree nodes can be colored according to the average density when
the sub-region is included in S for the first time.
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